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Hello again, a few items...

Clipping the trail, lighting on the Foxtrot and chalet floor

A big THANK YOU to Jack White, Bruce Legrow, Howard Skinner, Peter Sutherland for heading 
out on our trail system removing those pesky twigs and whips. Trails look great. Also, to Carter 
Powers and Dave King for fixing the light that was broken from the pole on the FT. Things are 
looking brighter everyday. Finally, did you notice those additional anti slip tape spots on the floor in 
chalet. Diane Hanratty did that...thank her the next time you see her.

Snowy Owl Classic

Come out and enjoy a classic ski this Saturday. Registration is at 10:30AM, cost is $5.00 per 
person or $10.00 per family. Again, this is a fund raiser for Heart and Stroke Foundation. Three 
teams will be formed...Team 1 - Corner Brook, Team 2 - Kippens, and Team 3 - Stephenville.
The Snowy Owl is a 8.5 km ski but you are welcome to ski any distance you prefer. Start time is 
11:00AM.

Name The New Structure

We received 21 entries to name the Structure that replaced the Pentagon. All 21 entries had the 
name "Don" or "Cormier" in it...very appropriate. If your not sure of its location...its located at the 
entrance and finish of Oliver's Twist. Three Amigos have been assigned the task of selecting the 
appropriate name...word has it they got it down to 3 names!! The winner will be announced after 
the Snowy Owl Classic on Saturday.

Final Notice regarding Lockers

Earlier today, Peter sent out the following...
 
A reminder to those members who have not yet paid for their lockers...we would like for you to pay 
by Saturday. If you do not want to rent a locker for this season, please let me know as soon as you 
can so that it can be rented to one of the members on the waiting list. Thanks.

See you Saturday at the Snowy Owl Classic...can't wait.


